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Suppose you receive the dreaded call or message confirming that

your nucleic acid test is positive. What do you do?  Based on

information gathered from community members and various

consulates, here is some information that may help guide you: 

- Following recent policy changes, children who test positive are

not separated from parents.  Be prepared though, that partners may

be separated.  Encouragingly though, there have been several

expatriate families who have been authorized to quarantine at

home.  

- To date, based on our knowledge, no expatriate child has been

separated from their parents. 

- A few days may pass before you receive the call or message

informing you that you tested positive and before being sent to a

center (if at all). 

- Regarding pets, you likely have seen the disturbing videos and

heard the upsetting stories that have been shared widely.  There

are multiple helpful flyers circulating advising what to do

regarding your pet if you test positive. The key is NOT to sign

ANYTHING as it may potentially be a release document. 

- No generalizations can be made about anything; nothing can be

said absolutely.  Most decisions are quite arbitrary and depend on

your particular neighborhood committee. This means your

experience might be different from that of another individual who

tests positive. 

- Consulates, regardless of whether you generally consider yours

helpful or not, will not be able to help with many of the issues that

cause psychological stress or provoke anxiety.  Their attention is

currently fully focused on families in quarantine facilities and

“actual” emergencies.  

- People in quarantine centers are released as soon as they receive

two negative antigen tests.  
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Make sure that you areMake sure that you are

currently registered withcurrently registered with

your consulate/embassyyour consulate/embassy

in Shanghai. This can bein Shanghai. This can be

done online and willdone online and will

allow you to receiveallow you to receive

regular informativeregular informative

emails and will betteremails and will better

enable yourenable your

consulate/embassy toconsulate/embassy to

help you if the needhelp you if the need

arises.arises.  

Informative articlesInformative articles

regarding “what to bringregarding “what to bring

to a central quarantineto a central quarantine

site” have been publishedsite” have been published

by various organizations.by various organizations.  

  In preparation, considerIn preparation, consider

packing a suitcase readypacking a suitcase ready

to go should you testto go should you test

positive. positive.   

Coping Emotionally 
Without a doubt, the current circumstances are unpleasant and at

times may even feel overwhelming.  Here are strategies to help

manage anxiety and emotional distress: 

- Try to differentiate between an “actual” emergency and what

feels like a crisis. An “actual" emergency generally is medical in

nature and/or poses an immediate threat to one’s life or health

(heart attack, stroke, major injury, childbirth, attempted suicide,

etc.).  We sometimes mistakenly think that what we are going

through is insurmountable when in fact we have innate resources

within ourselves and community around us that can help both in

practical logistical ways and also in providing emotional support. 

- Do not give in to panic. Remaining as calm as possible will allow

you to think clearly and focus on the essentials. Take a deep breath

and remind yourself that there are solutions. 

- Breathe! We say it again and again, but breath control is a very

effective strategy for reducing stress. 

- Remember you are not alone or isolated. There are associations,

consulates, WeChat groups, and other communities in place to

support you. 

- If you think your case poses atypical or unusual challenges (some

really do), call the emergency number for your consulate or your

consular district representative. 

- Avoid relying on WeChat groups for information and giving too

much importance to messages that could potentially be rumor. Rely

only on official sources of information. 

- It is crucial you take care of yourself and find ways to recharge

your batteries, whether through music, art, hobbies,

movies/shows/videos, books, a phone call to someone who you

know will lift your spirit up, or whatever works for you. 

- Make an inventory of things you have the bandwidth for in

ordinary times, but which given the current situation become

"toxic" and put those on hold for the moment. For example, perhaps

you are pursuing an online degree – you may need to put study and

assignments on hold or ask for an extension.  Or perhaps you are

managing home repairs on a property in another country – again,

this may be best to set aside for the moment until you feel more

ready to manage non-pressing tasks…or it may be a good time to

practice delegating and ask if someone else can manage matters for

the time being. 

- For some, work is a healthy source of diversion, but if this is not

the case for you, do not hesitate to take off a few days of rest. Be

careful, however, not to isolate yourself further.  
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How to talk to children about what is happening 
Many parents wonder how much to tell their children about the

current circumstances and especially the risk of someone in the

family, including the child him/herself, testing positive and being

taken to a quarantine facility.  It would be nice if there was a

simple, easy answer for all parents, but in reality, what is or is not

appropriate to share with children varies greatly depending on

many factors, including age, developmental level, personality, past

experiences, etc.  We all manage stress and crises differently and

kids are no exception.  Some kids are more sensitive and more

prone to worry and anxiety, while others are naturally a bit more

relaxed and laid-back.   

Keep in mind that children have a high level of emotional

intelligence, so one way or another they know that “something is

not right,” but they will not have the same emotional maturity to

fully understand it.  Talking openly with them about the situation

in an age-appropriate way they can understand will help.  You

know your child best and can determine what/how much

information they can handle. 

Here are some things to keep in mind as you talk to your kids about

what we are experiencing: 

• Manage the Narrative.  To a large extent, parents create the

narrative that their children hear, internalize, and build on.  If you

invest in taking good care of yourself so that you can genuinely

speak of these difficult times in a balanced way, your children will

pick up on this tone and be much better equipped to take this same

kind of view.  This doesn’t mean that you should present a fake,

rose-colored Pollyanna view of the circumstances or minimize and

dismiss pain, suffering, and hardships.  It is healthy and necessary

to openly talk about tough feelings, emotions, and circumstances,

but to do so in a way that shows children that you have both

internal and external resources to draw on to help you through

these times.

• Allow children to openly express their feelings, whether
positive or negative. Simply feeling heard, understood, and

supported can go a long way in helping kids cope in a healthy way.

It is hard to over-state the importance of kids being able to feel like

they can go to their parents and freely express themselves; there is

incredible power in a child feeling like he/she is truly heard.

• Offer Extra Verbal Reassurance. Kids need to hear “I love you,” or

other words of affection, comfort, encouragement, and affirmation

over and over and over even in the best of times but all the more so

in trying times like these.



• Offer Extra Physical Contact.  Make time for extra hugs and

snuggles; these can be far more reassuring than words to little kids

(big ones too, actually!). 

• Storytelling.  Kids sometimes aren’t sure how to articulate their

feelings or worry that how they feel isn’t normal or okay.  Many

children love to read or hear stories about kids in similar situations

or with similar feelings.  If you have relevant books, great; if not,

use your imagination and make up stories! Some schools have

created and shared social stories during this time period.  Check and

see if your child’s school has any or write your own together with

your child. 

• Help Kids Identify Support Resources.  Whether online activities

to join, a counselor to talk to, or connecting virtually with friends

and family, help enable and empower kids to find resources to

support themselves. 

• Allow children choices.  One of the most difficult things all of us

are struggling with is the unknown, the uncertainty,

unpredictability, and complete lack of control we feel these days. 

 Kids may feel even more powerless and less in control as parents

make decisions about how the family responds to the

circumstances.  As much as possible, find things your children can

feel like they have some say in and control over – what clothes to

wear, what items to pack for quarantine if it comes to that, creative

fun meals to make out of whatever food is available, etc. 

Whether you have just tested positive or are living in dread that

you may, and whether you are at home or in a quarantine center,

remember that we are here to help and listen.  If you need extra

support, CCS Counselors are offering a free online session to anyone

in quarantine or lockdown.  

To schedule, email counseling@communitycenter.cn 

or WeChat: CCS-counseling.  

 

 

For help outside of China, Happy Consults is available:

www.happyconsults.com or WeChat: HappyConsults
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